
Agbolade Omowole

Agbolade Omowole is a researcher on emerging technologies such as AI and biotechnology.  He

currently consults on the ethics of AI and data science for corporate

Organizations.

Aubrey de Grey

Dr. Aubrey de Grey is a biomedical gerontologist based in Mountain View, California, USA. He

received his BA in computer science and Ph.D. in biology from the University of Cambridge.

His research interests encompass the characterisation of all the types of self-inflicted cellular and

molecular damage that constitute mammalian aging and the design of interventions to repair

and/or obviate that damage. Dr. de Grey is a Fellow of both the Gerontological Society of

America and the American Aging Association and sits on the editorial and scientific advisory

boards of numerous journals and organisations. He is a highly sought-after speaker who gives

40-50 invited talks per year at scientific conferences, universities, companies in areas ranging

from pharma to life insurance, and to the public.

Bernd Kleine-Gunk

Prof. Dr. Bernd Kleine-Gunk is a German physician who is specialized in geronto science. Since

2009 he is President of the German Society of Anti-Aging Medicine (GSAAM) and has

published numerous books and articles on the topic.

Currently, he is writing a popular science book on transhumanism together with Professor

Sorgner. As a young doctor, Prof. Kleine-Gunk has spent two years as a medical volunteer in



Zimbabwe. He is also known as a collector of contemporary African art with one of the

worldwide biggest collections in this field.

Leo Igwe

Leo Igwe is a postdoctoral research fellow (2021-2022) at the Department for the Study of

Religions, University of Cape Town. He holds a B.Phil and M.A in philosophy from Seat

of Wisdom Seminary Owerri and the University of Calabar in Nigeria, and a doctoral

degree from the University of Bayreuth in Germany. He has research interests in

transhumanism and African religion/philosophy.

Martine Rothblatt

Martine Rothblatt is the Chairperson & CEO of United Therapeutics Corporation (UT). She

started UT to save her youngest child's life from a rare illness after having previously created

SiriusXM satellite radio and other satellite communications systems. She is also responsible for

several innovations in aviation and architecture, including the design and piloting of an electric

helicopter to Guinness world records and creating the world's largest zero carbon footprint

building. Her company is now saving hundreds of lives a year with medicines for pulmonary

hypertension and neuroblastoma, and by restoring otherwise discarded donor lungs to

transplantability. UT is also in pre-clinical development of manufactured kidneys, hearts and

lungs to be delivered via autonomously flown electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL)

systems. Dr. Rothblatt led the efforts to create the first genetically-modified porcine hearts and

kidneys transplanted into humans (xenotransplantation), resulting in a lifesaving xeno-heart

transplant in January 2022. Dr. Rothblatt earned her Ph.D. in Medical Ethics from the Royal

London College of Medicine and Dentistry after earning JD and MBA degrees from UCLA,



which also recently awarded her the UCLA Medal, its highest honor. She is an inventor on

several patents and the author of several books, the most recent of which pertains to artificial

cognition and cyber-consciousness.

Ojochogwu Abdul

Ojochogwu Abdul (Chogwu Abdul) is a Nigerian philosopher, futurist and transhumanist with

manifest interests in relating transhumanism to issues of African development and civilization. A

speaker, writer, and organizer on topics and areas relating to philosophy and the movement of

transhumanism, Abdul, as part of his work and engagements, is founder of Transhumanists

Africa, co-founder of the Enlightenment Transhumanist Forum of Nigeria, Member,

Transhumanist Studies Group and H+ Media, Outreach and Advocacy Advisor at Humanity+,

Advisor on the Editorial Board of Immortalists Magazine (IM), Head of African Markets at

Transdisciplinary Agora for Future Discussions (TAFFD’s), and Senior Editor of TAFFD’s

Magazine. He is one of the contributing authors of the monumental compendium The

Transhumanism Handbook (2019) published by Springer Nature, and his articles presenting

issues and perspectives in transhumanism have been featured in editions of the Immortalists

Magazine (IM) among other publications. As a rising thought-leader on transhumanism in

Africa, Chogwu Abdul is particularly concerned about connecting his passion for transhumanist

philosophy with the idea of an African Enlightenment and the prospect of a Fourth Industrial

Revolution on the Continent. He currently lectures in philosophy at Kogi State University,

Anyigba, Nigeria, where he also coordinates a campus philosophy club called New Agora.



Stefan Lorenz Sorgner

Stefan Lorenz Sorgner is Chair of the Department of History and Humanities and a philosophy

professor at John Cabot University in Rome, Director and Co-Founder of the Beyond Humanism

Network, Fellow at the Institute for Ethics and Emerging Technologies (IEET), Research Fellow

at the Ewha Institute for the Humanities at Ewha Woman's University in Seoul and Visiting

Fellow at the Ethics Centre of the Friedrich-Schiller-University in Jena. He is editor of more than

10 essay collections, and author of the following monographs: Metaphysics without Truth

(Marquette University Press 2007), Menschenwürde nach Nietzsche(WBG 2010),

Transhumanismus (Herder 2016), Schöner neuer Mensch (Nicolai, 2018), Übermensch (Schwabe

2019),On Transhumanism (Penn State University Press 2020), We have always been cyborgs

(Bristol University Press, 2022). In addition, he is Editor-in-Chief and Founding Editor of the

“Journal of Posthuman Studies” (a double-blind peer review journal, published by Penn State

University Press since 2017). Furthermore, he is in great demand as a speaker in all parts of the

world (World Humanities Forum, Global Solutions Taipei Workshop, Biennale Arte Venezia,

TEDx) and a regular contact person of national and international journalists and media

representatives (Die Zeit, Cicero, Der Standard; Die Presse am Sonntag, Philosophy Now, Il Sole

24 Ore). www.sorgner.de & www.mousike.de

Thomas De Frantz

Thomas F. DeFrantz directs SLIPPAGE: Performance|Culture|Technology. DeFrantz received the

2017 Outstanding Research in Dance award from the Dance Studies Association, and contributed

concept and voice-over for a permanent installation on Black Social Dance at the Smithsonian



National Museum of African American History and Culture. DeFrantz has taught at the

American Dance Festival, ImPulsTanz, Ponderosa, and the New Waves Dance Institute, as well

as at MIT, Stanford, Yale, NYU, Hampshire College, Duke, Northwestern University and the

University of Nice. Professor at Northwestern University who specializes in African diaspora

aesthetics, dance historiography, and intersections of dance and technology.

Books include Routledge Companion to African American Theater and Performance (with Kathy

Perkins, Sandra Richards, and Renee Alexander Craft, 2018), Choreography and Corporeality:

Relay in Motion (with Philipa Rothfield, 2016), and Black Performance Theory: An Anthology

of Critical Readings (with Anita Gonzalez, 2014). DeFrantz believes in our shared capacity to do

better, and to engage our creative spirit for a collective good that is anti-racist, proto-feminist,

and queer affirming.


